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« REVIEWS: FASHINATCLICK & MAGICC MIRROR « NEW LAUNCHES: FIND OUT
WHAT’S JUST OUT 

Park avenue’s biker

eyeWear 

It is time for all the bike lovers to celebrate as

Park Avenue comes out with its latest biker

eyewear which is sure to be the ultimate

accessory with your leather jacket. The glasses

are lightweight and promise a streamlined

comfort on the most rigorous of rides.

Designed for maximum comfort and an

additional flash, the model features a bright

yellow streak on the temples with the Park

Avenue eagle engraving for a subtle finish.

Where: Park Avenue outlets across the city

Price: `1,950 

Florsheim’s Dress shoe

range 

Men’s formal footwear manufacturer,

Florsheim has come out with a brand new

collection of shoes, the Dress Shoe range. The

shoes in from the collection are cut in the

classic Oxford style and come with high quality

leather uppers and sole. These shoes come in

a number of open lace styles which include

simple cap toe and creative semi-brogueing in

a charcoal black colour. At a boardroom or a

formal event, these shoes will ensure that you

are completely in sync with the atmosphere of

the event.  

Where: Leading retail chains across the city 

Price: `5,295 onwards 

Missing magic
I try not to judge a salon by its name. So, instead

of thinking about how cheesy Magicc Mirror

sounds, I sat silently and opted for a hair spa

(`750), a treatment that usually makes my hair

feel soft and shiny. Because I have straight hair,

most salon treatments work fine for me. So, I am

normally not worried about getting my hair fried. I

was however; a bit unsure as Magicc Mirror didn’t

look fully set up as yet.

Décor in the small salon is pretty standard —

black chairs and ornamental flower motifs twining

themselves along whitewashed walls. There were a

few tacky bits such as the unnecessary bling under

the mirrors and the orange stools in the hair spa

room. And while the salon was clean and well kept,

it was far from fancy. 

I enjoyed the treatment during the hair spa —

the room was chilly but my stylist did ask me if I’d

like a blanket. The massage during my treatment

was the best part of my visit to Magicc Mirror. It

was soothing, relaxing and quite a treat. 

She dried my hair lightly afterwards, explaining

the sensibility behind it, telling me hair shouldn’t

be given hot treatments immediately after a hair

spa. With my straight hair, the news that my hair

wouldn’t be styled did not bother me much, but for

all those with frizzes and curls, you may want to

skip the spa if you’re going out that evening and

want your hair styled. The treatment felt great and

the service was good but, disappointingly, that was

about it. Apart from a bit more softness and an

almost unnoticeable sheen, my hair did not look

much different, something that may leave other

paying customers feeling a bit cheated. 

Magicc Mirror has two levels, one for haircuts

and treatments and the other for nail treatments,

manicures, pedicures and the hair spa. If you live

around Mulund, it’s a small salon for a quick blow

dry or a manicure and pedicure. If you have to

travel to get there though, Magicc Mirror is not

worth the trip.

Sweet smiles and easy chatter aren’t enough to make a good salon, says
Rhea Dhanbhoora about the newly opened Magicc Mirror in Mulund 

Where Shop no.2/3, Moksh Mahal, P.K. Rd,

Sarvodaya Nagar, Mulund 

ContaCt 32250440 / 32260440

>>If you live around
Mulund, head to

Magicc Mirror to give
yourself a quick-fix
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A
t a click, Fashionatclick.com looks vibrant.
Then your eyes go to the left which
promises free delivery of purchases. Keep 
looking straight there and you will find

5% off on referring the site to a friend. These
guys are selling hard because they know how
women think. And they know that most
women can’t resist a good offer. 

Currently the site only has women’s wear
which includes jackets and blazers, dresses,
blouses, jumpsuits, shorts, shirts, casual tops and
trousers. The collection is chic and has nothing
dated. The brands they offer include T-Republic,
Ny. Lon, Spree, Chemical Love and Rap Chic. 

We loved the dresses, especially Rap Chic’s
collection. The shift dress with embroidery (`2,399)
was gorgeous. The feature on the website that we
liked was where the side bar shows us other
products we might be interested in. The filters to
this automated search seem to work perfectly. 

The only thing you need to keep in mind is to
select your size before you go bonkers

clicking on everything that catches
your eye. Another good point is that
Fashionatclick.com has all sizes —
from extra small to extra large. The

prices seem to be affordable as everything is below
`4,000. However, don’t expect anything too cheap
because when we clicked on our minimum price
range to be below 1,000 there were only two casual
tops on offer.  

At Fashionatclick.com, you can also shop for
accessories. There are more brands in the
accessories section than in the clothing. If you are
a bag fanatic then check out the Guilt bags. They
have bags in 16 colours that will cost you anywhere
between `1,000 to ` 3,000. If you like animal
themed jewellery then check out The Pari. They
have the cutest rings in the shapes of animals and
are a steal at `300 to `900. 

However, what disappointed us was the shoe
collection as there were hardly 12 pairs to choose
from. The site looks promising and since it’s new,
there are just a few things out of stock so far.

WORTH A CLICK 
Kasturi Gadge surfs the website fashionatclick.com and tells you what you can find there 

>> Shop for dresses, tops and bags at
www.fashionatclick.com


